The XTORCH is a solar powered, highly durable solution to replace battery operated flashlights and cell-phone backup chargers. It provides light for 20-48 hours and can easily charge a smartphone with its built-in USB port. The XTORCH has three settings: flashlight, lantern, and table reading light.
Bacteria and other pathogens in drinking water are a major cause of sickness and diarrhea. Streams Water Solutions has developed a small ceramic tablet infused with silver that treats the water. Placed in a 10L bucket of water, it purifies water in 24 hours, daily for up to a year.
USA Donors cover the costs of the Streams Water Tablet or XTORCH from ARDF.

ARDF sends the Streams Water Tablet or XTORCH to the local church overseas at below market cost.
The church (Province, Diocese and/or Local Parish) sells it to members of the community at a price they can afford. The church reinvests any surplus they receive into their community.

Community members now have clean water or a source of light! At the same time, they have helped to fund projects within their own communities implemented by their local church.
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The Xtorch provides a light source that is cheaper and safer than traditional kerosene lamps.

- $600 gives this light to ten families.
- $300 gives this light to five families.

The Xtorch is distributed by the local church. The church uses any income received by the sales to fund local outreach programs which in turn build up the local community. By supporting this initiative you are bringing both tangible light and the light of Christ to the poor in Kenya.

Donate here:  http://weblink.donorperfect.com/XTorch
How to Participate

The Streams Water Tablet provides clean water in areas where the lack of infrastructure creates high levels of harmful bacteria in the local water.

$200 gives this clean water to ten families for a year.

$100 gives this clean water to five families for a year.

The tablets are distributed by the local church. The church uses any income received by the sales to fund local outreach programs which in turn build up the local community. By supporting this initiative you are bringing tangible living water to the poor in Nepal.

Donate here:  http://weblink.donorperfect.com/StreamsWaterTablets
Contact the ARDF Office for more details on how you, your church, or your Bible study can participate this Advent Season!
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